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Radiazioni ionizzanti nella diagnosi:



Outline
• Standard MRI techniques (T1, T2, FLAIR …) and clinical 
applications;

• Perfusion MRI

• Angio MRI

• fMRI;

• DTI;

• MRI and multimodal imaging;

• Very high and ultra-low field MRI



Introduction
MRI applications can be grouped into:

• Clinical Neurology
• Neuroimaging, e.g. demyelinating diseases, dementia, 
cerebrovascular disease, neurodegenerative diseases (Epilepsy, 
Parkinson, Alzeiheimer, Huntington …), in general functional and 
structural brain abnormalities, development and aging

• Cancer
• Breast, colorectal, Brain
• MRI guided stereotactic surgery and radiosurgery



Introduction
• Cardiovascular

• Myocardial ischemia and 
viability, cardiomyopathies, myocarditis, iron overload, vascular 
diseases and congenital heart disease

• Muscoloskeletal
• Spinal imaging, assessment of joint disease and soft tissue 
tumors

•Liver and gatrointestinal



Comparison MRI vs other imaging techniques in terms of spatial 
and temporal resolution



Comparison MRI vs other imaging techniques in terms of 
invasiveness



MRI advantages

• Excellent soft tissue contrast resolution

• Ability to obtain direct transverse, sagittal, coronal and 
oblique images

• No ionizing radiation

• No bone-air artifacts

• A very rich information coming from a large set of 
parameters determining the MRI contrast





MRI disadvantages

• Long imaging time

• Complexity of equipment and scan acquisition

• High cost

• Low resolution for calcification or bone details

• Not all subjects can undergo MRI (any metallic fragment 
may become projectile, no pace maker, dental implants, 
heart valves, aneurism clips, claustrophobia?)



MRI compared to CT



Two magnets close to each other:

• Align themselves to one another positive-to-negative. In the case of a 
ferromagnetic object brought near an MRI, one weighs perhaps 12 
tons and is bolted to the floor, the other is a pair of scissors that 
weigh a few ounces. Which of these two things is going to rotate to 
align itself? 

• Smaller ferromagnetic objects that we wear, carry, or have placed 
within our bodies can twist, turn and even tear whatever may be 
trying to hold them in place.

MR missile effect



• Attractive force: two aligned magnets are attracted (think about a 
magnet on the fridge door). Missile effect because ferromagnetic 
objects, propelled by enormous amounts of magnetic energy, can 
launch across the room with tremendous force towards an MRI. 
towards the peak of the magnetic field (typically the center of the 
MRI).

MR missile effect



Oxygen tank example



MR safety



Aneurysm clips can be 
stripped away from the blood 
vesseles leading to death

Oggetti volanti possono uccidere la gente.
Anche se non creano incidenti gravi, possono volare nel magnete e 
danneggiarlo o richiedono un arresto costoso del sistema.





MRI parameters
MRI contrast depends on a large set of parameters: 

• Intrinsic parameters include: 
proton density velocity 
spin-lattice relaxation time (T1) diffusion 
spin-spin relaxation time (T2) perfusion 
chemical environment temperature 

• Extrinsic parameters include: 
echo time (TE) saturation pulses 
repetition time (TR) 
inversion pulses flip angle (α) 
flow compensation pulses 
contrast agents      
diffusion sensitization pulses



Where do these parameters come from?



Magnetic Moment and Spin
NMR Physics

Atomic nuclei with an odd number of neutrons and/or protons have a small
magnetic moment and an angular momentum called nuclear spin (e.g. H2O)



When B0 ≠ 0 protons will either align parallel to the magnetic field or anti-
parallel to it and a small excess (1/105) of parallel vs antiparallel spins leads to 
a net magnetization M0

NMR Physics

B0 = 0 B0 ≠ 0 

B0
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the energy difference between the high (antiparallel) and low (parallel) energy 
states is expressed by the Larmor equation: 

f = B0 with ( = 42.58 MHz/T)

NMR Physics

Larmor equation
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NMR Physics

Resonance

Through Resonance protons can flip between energy states as long as the specific 
frequency is used



This is achieved by RF pulses used to flip M0 out of alignment with B0

NMR Physics

RF excitation

M0  from a non-equilibrium state returns to the equilibrium distribution. 

These two principal relaxation processes are described in terms of T1 and 
T2 relaxation times respectively.



T1 relaxation involves redistributing the populations of the nuclear spin states to reach 
the thermal equilibrium distribution. 

Relaxation mechanisms allow nuclear spins to exchange energy with their surroundings 
(lattice)

T1 relaxation strongly depends on the NMR frequency and so varies considerably with B0

NMR Physics

T1 (Spin-Lattice) relaxation



T1 and TR

T1 = recovery of longitudinal (B0) magnetization after the RF pulse
• used in anatomical images
• ~500-1000 msec (longer with bigger B0)

TR (repetition time) = time to wait after excitation before sampling T1



Developing Contrast Using Weighting
• Contrast = difference in image values between different tissues

• T1 weighted example: gray-white contrast is possible because T1 differs between 
these two types of tissue



T1-weighted image (usually used for anatomical images) measures the 
rate at which different types of molecules (and by extension tissue) 
approach M0 at different rates allowing us to differentiate things like 
white and grey matter:

NMR Physics
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T2 relaxation corresponds to a decoherence of the Mxy

Random fluctuations of B lead to random variations of frequency of spins 

The initial phase coherence is eventually  lost

T2 values are generally much less dependent from B0 than T1 values

NMR Physics

T2 (Spin-Spin) relaxation





T2 and TE

T2 = decay of transverse magnetization after RF pulse
TE (time to echo) = time to wait to measure T2 or T2* (after re-focusing with 
spin echo)



T1 vs. T2

• effectively, T1 and T2 images are the inverse of one another, with T1 typically 
used to form anatomical images and T2* used in fMRI

T1 and TR



T1 vs. T2



Properties of Body Tissues

Tissue T1 (ms) T2 (ms)

Grey Matter (GM) 950 100

White Matter (WM) 600 80

Muscle 900 50

Cerebrospinal Fluid(CSF) 4500 2200

Fat 250 60

Blood 1200 100-200

T1 values for B0 ~ 1Tesla.

T2 ~ 1/10th T1 for soft tissues







Proton density, recovery (T1) and decay (T2 and T2*) times.

• By ‘weighting’ the pulse sequence (and point at which data is collected) 
different images of the brain are obtained

• Weighting is achieved by manipulating TE (time to echo) and TR (time to 
repetition of the pulse sequence)

T1 weighted Density weighted T2 weighted


